A Soul with Two Bodies (1928)
By Urann Thayer1
This letter, my dear wife, or at least my
part of it, is going to be extremely short,
since I gave you all my personal news
yesterday. For the rest, I am enclosing the
strangest, most horrible document it has ever
been my fortune to read.
I told you yesterday how we stopped at
this little village in the Dolomite
Mountains,2 in the shadow of a great and
gloomy chateau;3 I told you too, about our
host’s daughter, the charming girl Myra-- how
pale and beaten she looks, and how she
shrank from the sight of strangers and
uttered a pitiful cry when we said we were
Americans.
Well, now I understand why. Today,
George and I climbed up to the chateau,
against the earnest entreaty of our aged
host, who shuddered at the mere suggestion;
for a vivid description of the place, inside
and out, I refer you to the ill-fortuned
“A Soul with Two Bodies” first
writer of the enclosed, who can far surpass
appeared in the February 1928 issue
of Ghost Stories
my poor descriptive powers.
We examined the whole chateau, which was deserted by its Austrian owners
when the Italians conquered this country, and finally we arrived in a deep sort
of cellar, where, upon opening a thick old door, we found ourselves in the
family vaults.4 We were about to retreat, when George grasped my arm.
“My God! will you look here!” he whispered.
Holding my candle high, I crossed the stone floor, to see, laid side by
side, two open caskets, both tenanted!5 Due to the dryness of the vault, the
bodies were fairly well preserved, and we lowered our candles to look at them
more closely.
One was a young man, English or American, and with a face that was
extraordinarily good-looking, but sensitive and imaginative. On looking closer,
I was astonished to see his body was tightly bound, hand and foot.
The other’s face-- well, once again I refer you to the tragic document,
the writer of which had sad reasons for being able to describe it vividly. I’ll
say this much, though: even in death, it was so repulsive, so demoniacally
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powerful looking, that I instinctively backed away when I saw it. One arm fell
limply out of this second coffin, and on the stone floor beside it lay a
revolver.
Near to the caskets was an ancient table and a rickety old chair, and
under a candle, long ago burnt to the table’s edge, lay a thick bunch of folded
paper. This we took up and glanced over-- and before long, the subtle horror of
that chateau over our heads was making our flesh creep, while the terrible
experiences of the unhappy writer were sending thrills of fear through us, such
as I, at any rate, had never before experienced.
And I think that even you, dearest, in faraway America, surrounded though
you are by the comforts and reality of the city, must share our horror as you
sit by your electric lamp, turning these pages. But I’ll let the document speak
for itself:

It’s all over now-- and I loved life so much! I’d hoped for so much! It’s hard,
when one is young, filled with the hot blood and ambitions of youth, to die by
his own hand!
But it’s not by my own hand, and that is why I must die! It is his hand,
long, strong with the strength of the devil, snake-like; to look at it turns
one’s stomach; to think of carrying it through life makes me faint with horror!
No, no! The best thing that hand can do is turn the muzzle of this gun against
that hideous head and end it all.
I have already laid my dead body in one casket. Now I shall lie myself-if I can still use that word “myself”-- in the other; and in a moment it will
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be over. Perhaps some kind person will chance upon this foul place in years to
come and bury myself-- or myselves-- as I should be buried. And perhaps, if
that person comes before she dies, he will read this and explain it all to her,
and then, maybe, she will understand. God grant that may be true-- if He has
not deserted me altogether. Anyhow, it is for that reason that I set this all
down before I leave the world forever.
If I had never wandered away from my
fellow-soldiers that night, I should never
have seen this chateau, this stronghold of
all that is hellish, and this terrible fate
would not have fallen upon me; it was the
summer of 1918, an August night, while I
was serving, along with a small detachment
of American troops, with the Italian army
in the mountainous neighbourhood slightly
north-west of the famous Monte Grappa.
It was a quiet sector, and there had
been scarcely any action since my arrival
two months earlier. This night, however, we
took part in a small skirmish;6 and in the
confusion that followed, I became separated
from my detachment.
The stars were shining quite brightly,
but there was no moon; and knowing next to
nothing about astronomy, I was completely
ignorant of the direction I must take to
return to my buddies. I wandered through
the deep valley, beneath the far-away peaks
American army troops, WWI
of the Dolomites, which I could make out,
standing black against the spangled7 sky, and finally, after a couple of hours,
I struck a mule path that climbed easily along the sides of the mountains. I
hoped it would lead me to our lines.8
I followed this for another hour, making my way slowly, as in places,
right at my side, it dropped, sheer, to the silent and invisible valley-bed a
thousand feet below. Always I was on the alert for the enemy; always I hoped
against hope that another turn around the mountains would take me in sight of
my friends. And I kept on, plodding wearily, until at last a sharp turn did
show me something unexpected-- but not the camp of my friends.
It was a chateau, a hundred yards ahead of me, rising majestic and black
against the mountain that dropped away behind it. Not one light shone in its
innumerable dark windows; not a sound, no sign of life, disturbed its gloomy
grandeur. And I decided that its owners, like most of the wealthy families that
lived along the various fronts, had deserted their home to await, in healthier
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climes,9 the coming of peace, leaving the surrounding peasants, who had little
to lose, to stay and keep guard.
I advanced toward the chateau, for want of a better direction to take, and
reaching the high iron gate that opened into the courtyard, I suddenly paused.
There was no hope of finding my detachment before daylight, I thought, and this
place seemed deserted. Then why not break in, if I could, and try to find a
comfortable bed for the night, instead of sleeping on an uncomfortable rocky
couch, and taking a chance of being caught by the Austrian patrol, if I had
crossed into their lines?
Since that night, I’ve often wondered what fiend of hell put that thought
in my head; for surely mere chance could not have ordered the terrible fate
that was standing in wait for me!
The great gate was locked; but
the wall, which was about fifteen
feet high, had been so roughened by
time that it was an easy matter to
find a foothold. And making my way
up with difficulty, I reached the
top and dropped to the other side,
into a high black courtyard, similar
to those of ancient strongholds,
only on a smaller scale.
The crack of my feet as they
struck the ancient stone paving
echoed loudly against the three
walls that rose around me to twice
my height, and against the building
itself, looming dark and silent in
back of me. I whirled around to look
at the chateau, feeling sure that if
anybody were inside, he must have
been awakened by the noise, and
appear.
But the long French windows directly ahead of me returned my stare, blank
and empty, and above them other lines of windows were equally dark and still.
If anybody stood in the dark rooms behind them, he kept well out of sight as he
watched me.
That was the uneasy thought that entered my head. I can’t say why, for
before this an empty house had meant an empty house to me, and nothing more. I
suppose its grandeur and its gloominess and the fact that it stood in the
loneliness of the mountains, caused that eerie feeling to creep over me. I even
turned to look once more at the high walls, half contemplating climbing over
them again and taking a chance on meeting the Austrian patrol-- and somehow I
felt my heart sink when I realized it was impossible to climb from this side.
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Although the outside had been allowed to crumble away, the inside had been
plastered smooth within the last generation, and there was no chance of gaining
a foothold here.
However, I shrugged my shoulders, wheeled about, and started for the great
iron door ahead of me, the sound of my feet ringing against the flags10 and
echoing against the dark, silent front of the building, that rose high up, to
where several uneven turrets vied with the mountain crags behind them, cutting
the night sky with awe-inspiring gloom. Grasping the big iron ring that served
as the door’s handle, I twisted it, and was pleasantly surprised to find the
door slowly open, though it creaked and squeaked in protest till its cries rang
through the whole dark building. I entered and lit a match.
A great hall sprang into sight. On its walls I saw lines of crossed swords
and shields of beaten silver, gleaming in the faint light, becoming fainter
farther along the hall, till finally they were swallowed in the gloom. Ahead of
me, so far away I could scarcely make it out in the flickering light and
shadows, rose the grand staircase, leading to the floor above.
As the match died out, I crossed the floor of mosaic pavements, walking
unconsciously on tip-toe; and even that muffled tread whispered against the far
walls about me. I reached the stairs quicker than I expected, and my toe rapped
against the lowest step. A hollow echo rose through the gloom, beating against
the walls of the empty halls over my head. I stopped a moment. Was there the
sound of a light step, directly above me? I listened, holding my breath.
But if there was somebody there, he, too, was standing very still and
listening to me.
I waited a while
longer, and then cursing
myself for an imaginative
coward, and deciding to
prove myself wrong, once
and for all, I rushed up
the stairs, the sound of
my feet beating hollowly
against the walls of a
hundred empty rooms. I
whirled around at the
landing, and ran up the
remaining steps, two at a
time; and then grabbing
my match-box and striking
a match quickly, I held
it high.
I saw another great hall, similar to the one below. Its high ceiling
scarcely appeared in my tiny light, and the walls for the most part disappeared
in the dense shadows. And there was nobody in sight.
Lighting match after match, I turned to the right and allowed chance to
direct my reverberating footsteps, the sound of which I no longer attempted to
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deaden. The few furnishings of that bare hall sprang into sight as I passed-an ancient chair or two, a richly-carved strong box-- and finally I arrived at
a high doorway, leading into a suite of rooms.
Entering this, I passed through a barely furnished living-room and into a
smaller dressing-room, whose narrow walls muffled the sound of my feet; at
last, I entered a fair-sized bedroom.
Here was a bed. A bed! If you could understand what that meant to a man
who for over a year had considered himself lucky if he slept on a cot! I threw
myself down on it, sank into its luxurious softness, and closed my eyes for
sleep.
But sleep did not come. Instead, I lay in that darkness, and a queer,
unpleasant heaviness weighted down my eyes and numbed my brain; but I did not
sleep. From some village in the valley, directly below the chateau, rose the
clear, rounded note of a church bell,ringing the hour.
One ... two ...!
And the heaviness crept over me. Like a silent, invisible cloud, entering
the room, filled with the dust of some sleep-producing drug, that unpleasant
sensation passed over me, soothing my body. I fought against it; and finally I
forced my eyes open.
And then I knew I was not
alone in that room. I turned
my eyes to right and left, my
body being too sluggish to
move my head. I could see
nobody, and I could hear
nothing in that intense
stillness. Yet I knew that
another presence was in that
darkness beside my bed; and
more than that, I knew he was
watching me.
I forced my head to turn,
to look farther; and then I
saw them-- two eyes, staring
steadily at my face! And when
they caught my gaze, they held
me, like a grim spider
clutching his prey.
I could not turn my eyes
away. His eyes seemed to stand
out of the darkness, alone,
silently boring into me. A
faintness passed over me. Queer noises commenced whispering in my brain.
My resistance became less and less. Already, evil dreams were popping into
my brain as I lay there, motionless as a corpse. Weird faces appeared, vivid,
terrible. They spoke to me. I was conversing with them-- out in a deathlike
plain of darkness and endless space, we were floating, floating, floating!
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I sat upright. The terrible shriek that had waked me was dying away,
vibrating through the empty rooms around me-- dying away, till nothing was left
but that oppressive silence.
I was wide awake now, and I knew the room was free from any presence save
my own. Had I dreamed it, or had there been somebody here? And if so,
whereabout in this great chateau was he waiting so silently?
I sat up; and then-- then I was once more aware of the presence; not in
the room now, but somewhere in the chateau. And I knew that wherever he stood,
those terrible eyes were turned again toward me, and through walls and
ceilings, their power was concentrated against my body. A sluggishness crept
over me; those noises commenced whispering once more in my brain, as, sitting
there, my eyelids dropped heavily over my eyes.
But, distant by several rooms, the power was not so great now; and
throwing it off with one tremendous effort, I rose to my feet and commenced
tip-toeing through the series of chambers, until finally I knew I stood at the
entrance to the great hall. For, though I could neither see nor hear anything,
the very thinness of the air around me showed the immense size and barrenness
of the place.
I walked quietly to the centre of the hall, and then stood, listening.
Everything was still, still as the grave; but what was that odour of something
burning, something unpleasant and overpowering? Sniffing in all directions, I
finally figured it came from somewhere above me, and lighting a match glanced
at the two huge staircases, side by side, one of which descended, its steps
becoming less and less clear, until finally it plunged into the gloom of the
floor below, and the other rising through a like impenetrable gloom to the
floor above.
I headed for this,
creeping up the steps slowly
and quietly. At the landing I
turned and glanced along the
hallway of the floor to which
I was climbing-- to see, far
down it, a faint streak of
light, coming from some room
at the end of a suite. I tiptoed up and along the hall to
the doorway. Here, beyond a
darkened room, I could see a
pair of closely drawn
portières,11 through which the
light scarcely filtered and
behind which I could hear a
deep, monotonous voice. I made
my way to this and pulled the
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velvet cautiously aside, and a queer shiver passed over my body.
A girl faced me, the most charming, soft-haired girl I had ever seen. She
stood in the centre of the floor, her body swaying, her gorgeous white throat
thrown back. And in her wide-open violet-blue eyes, there was a look of horror
such as I hope never again to see.
She seemed to be staring at me. But in reality, she saw nothing. Those
beautiful eyes were glazed with a hypnotic influence; with all her power she
tried to hold her head averted-- from him.
Him! How shall I describe
the man, the thing, that towered
over her, not moving a muscle,
just regarding her, steadily ...
steadily ... waiting until she
was forced to turn her eyes to
his, when she would be completely
subdued? How can I describe him
now, as I sit in the darkness and
the silence of this vault, beaten
at last by him; as I actually
employ those bulging eyes of his
and those long, hideous fingers
to write this document? But you
who discover this-- if ever in
years to come these papers are
found-- gaze upon him, as he lies
in his coffin-- if his body has
not mouldered away-- look into
those hideous, bulging eyes,
glazed by death, and think of how
they looked to me, and to her,
with all the power of his hellish mind behind them!
He stood, towering in a long, black cloak. Somewhere, a cigarette he had
laid down was burning, and from that cigarette came the queer, exotic odour I
had noted. I heard the monster speak to the girl in German, a language I
understood fairly well. His voice was low, monotonous, terrible; it repulsed
one, and at the same time, fascinated with its hypnotic power.
“Remember, Myra, I am not forcing you. But you want to come to me, Myra;
you want to come to me and stay with me forever and ever,” he said slowly.
“I don’t! I don’t!” she gasped, hoarsely. “Let me go, mein Graf!12 Let me
go back down to the village!”
“You will never want to go down to the village again, Myra,” he droned,
hypnotically. “Once you have turned again and looked into my eyes, you will
want to be with me always. Turn and look at me, Myra. Turn and look at me!”
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Her head moved slowly, drawn by that terrible power. I could see her
delicately tipped nose in profile. But now her pretty red lips parted in one
last feeble effort.
“I’ll scream again,” she whispered. “I’ll wake whoever is downstairs!”
“No, you won’t, Myra,” replied that slow, monotonous voice. “You can’t
scream now. And besides, I have put him to sleep, and it would be no good.” He
glided a step closer. “Turn, Myra,” he droned. “Turn to me ... turn ...
turn ...”
And completely overpowered, she turned to face him.
Up till this time I had watched, fascinated, almost conquered myself by
the power he exercised over the girl. Now, however, I suddenly pulled myself
together, ready to spring on him.
I did not move an inch; I had not as yet made the slightest sound. But
that very thought and exertion of will on my part seemed to penetrate his
silent smooth-flowing will, to strike a discordant note.
Slowly, those terrible, bulging
eyes left the face of the girl before
him. His head turned, slowly-slowly-- until finally those eyes
rested on the spot where I hid. I
knew he could not see me; but I could
feel powerful, hypnotic waves steal
over me, weave around me, as a
spider weaves his web around a
helpless fly.
There was a scream from the
released girl. I heard her slip
through the far side of the
portières, I knew that for one brief
instant she stopped and gazed into
my face while my eyes remained rigidly before me. I heard her light feet fly
down the stairs ... growing fainter ... fainter. A door, far below us, opened
and slammed. The echoes died away on the walls around us, and everything was
still again.
And he stood before me motionless, tall, powerful, his face emaciated and
ghastly pale; and those bulging eyes, like glinting steel, gazed into mine.
Everything before me grew faint and grey, save those eyes. They seemed to float
by themselves in a cloudy darkness, like two mystic stars. The dark whispering
commenced again in my brain. I felt myself swaying. And now those eyes were
drawing nearer, as he approached.
Whether, in commanding his limbs to move toward me, he distracted some of
the power concentrated upon me, I don’t know. But suddenly a flicker of
strength returned to me.
Quickly, almost mechanically, my hand shot to my belt. My army gun flashed
up. There was a thundering report,13 though I do not recall pulling the trigger.
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The man stopped. His terrible eyes seemed to bulge farther than ever. For
a moment he stood, staring at me.
“You’re going now,” he said, “but you’ll come back.” The words came out in
English-- low, guttural, and lifeless. I could have sworn that life had already
passed from the loathsome body, and that he was speaking from Beyond. But once
more the monotonous sound came through his repulsive, voluptuous lips:
“It’s not the end for you. You’re coming back-- and I’ll be waiting!” Then
he collapsed in a heap.
Cold dawn was stealing through the barred windows as I hurried down the
stairs. A quick search in the rear of the building showed me an unlocked door,
by which the girl probably escaped. I slipped through this, and discovering the
direction to our lines by the faint light in the east, I was able to make my
way back to my comrades before the sun rose.
God, how sweet the fresh air seemed, after the heavy,
drugged air of that dark chateau! How beautiful and safe
seemed the bodies of my comrades, sleeping in the dugout
here! One thing was certain, I thought, as I made my way on
tip-toe to my own bunk and sank down on it: whatever happened
in the future, I should never go back to that fiendish
place! Never, I thought, never!
And as that thought flashed through my brain, I
stooped down to unwind my puttees-- and met the eyes of
my buddy, Fred Vincent. His look seemed odd.
“Did you whisper something to me?” he asked in
a low voice, after staring at me a second.
I shook my head. Fred sat up, rubbed his
eyes as if trying to waken himself, and then
turned and regarded me with an odd look.
“It’s funny,” he said, still in a low voice,
“but it seemed as if-- as if somebody rather
terrible to look at was leaning over my bed. And
he put his lips to my ear and whispered, ever so
clear: ‘Tell him, it’s not the end!’ he whispered.
‘Tell him, he’s coming back ... and I’ll be waiting!’ ”

The Armistice14 came, and two months later found me in Paris, employed as a
representative of an American automobile concern. I succeeded in my work beyond
my best hopes, and at the end of another year, I was a fairly prosperous man,
with rooms in a fine, up-to-date apartment on the Boulevard Raspail.
I remember sitting by the window in my living-room on the sixth floor,
early one evening. Below me gleamed the stationary street lamps and the moving,
criss-crossing lamps of the continual line of automobiles; the noise rose to my
window with a muffled roar. It was all so snappy, so modern and safe! But my
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thoughts drifted away to that gloomy chateau, rising in the silence of the
forests of the Dolomite Mountains. It was all so far away, I thought; so
impossible. Even the beautiful child of the violet-blue eyes and the maddening
white throat seemed unreal. It was a dream, a hideous nightmare, in which an
angel flitted for a brief moment.
I remember that that was on the fifteenth of December, because the same
evening was the never-to-be-forgotten evening I spent with the Dawsons.
There were about ten of us there, all members of the American business
colony; and after dinner we moved to the drawing-room, where we sat about our
coffee, drinking and chatting.
Somehow, the conversation turned to Spiritualism, and practically everyone
scoffed at it. Pretty Helen Purcell, however, had a doubtful word to say in its
defence.
“There’s nothing in
it, I know,” she said
with a laugh. “But have
you ever been to a
séance?15 They may be
fake, but they’re
terribly thrilling!”
“I know they are!
Awfully eerie!” Jane
Dawson, our hostess,
jumped to her feet.
“Let’s rig one up!” she
cried. “Come on,
Professor Fallow, you be
our medium!16 I’m sure
you’ve got a lot of
psychic waves, or static,
Boulevard Raspail, Paris
or whatever you call it!”
We all burst into laughter, and old Doctor Fallow, an exchange professor
at the Sorbonne, rose to his feet. He was a thin, dried-up man, capable of
saying extraordinarily funny things in a very solemn voice.
“I feel extremely psychic tonight,” he said, in a slow pompous voice. “I
feel a queer, crawling sensation along my body which must be spirit fingers-though till now I simply took it to be my winter underwear that I put on today
for the first time.”
While the laughter died away, he seated himself at the far end of the
room, before a table. All lights, save a lamp directly beside him, were
extinguished. Then, in the hush that followed, Fallow placed his finger-tips on
the table and stared before him, into space.
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“Communication for Mr. Dawson,” he commenced, solemnly, “from Moses-- Abe
Moses, late of Grand Street, New York. He says to pay that last instalment on
your piano to his wife, or he’ll get the spirit law after you!”
“Good!” cried Dawson, in the laugh that followed. “What’s his wife’s
name?”
There was a long pause. The old man continued to stare solemnly before
him, but-- did a shudder pass over his body, leaving his face paler, even, than
usual? For a minute we waited for an answer, but no answer came.
“I say!” Dawson demanded again. “Why don’t you tell me her name? I can’t
make out a cheque unless I know it, you know!”
Again a long silence followed. Then the old man’s lips moved-- moved
tightly over his teeth, like a dead man’s.
“Myra,” he said, his voice hoarse and lifeless.
For some reason, a shudder passed over me. I heard Dawson’s jovial voice,
coming out of the
darkness around us.
“Myra?” he cried.
“That’s a pretty name
for a piano salesman’s
wife!”
The old man did
not heed him. He stared
directly before him,
and once more those
lips moved.
“Myra ... look at
me, Myra ... look at
me, and you will be
calm ... calm ...
calm ...” The voice,
very faint, was a
terrible monotone now.
It did not seem to come
from the man’s lips,
but rather from far down within him, like a far-away voice, overheard as it
addressed another person in confidential tones. The room was quiet now, and the
people sitting in the darkness around me grew tense.
As for me, I sat there, feeling that creeping sensation, which the old man
had laughed at a few minutes earlier, crawling up my back. Myra! The name of
that far-away Austrian girl! Could there be any connection? And those words and
the voice-- how strangely familiar they sounded, calling to me from a nearforgotten past, through those dried-up lips! But now he spoke again.
“Myra ...” sounded that lifeless, muffled voice. “Don’t scream,
Myra ... you can’t wake him ... he sleeps, until I am ready for him.”
One of the women choked back a hysterical laugh. I saw Jim Edgemere, a
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consulate17 man, half rise to his
feet.
“Better cut it, Doctor
Fallow,” he snapped. “You’re too
good an actor for the girls!” but
his wife pulled him back again.
A long silence followed the
interruption, a terrible silence in
which no one stirred. The old man
continued to stare before him,
motionless, unseeing. His
outstretched fingers did not move;
his lips did not move; it almost
seemed as if he did not breathe.
Then, slowly, his head turned,
as if on a pivot. His eyes, no
longer lifeless, bulged out, a terrible light in them, until I heard the woman
beside me draw in her breath with fear. Slowly, slowly, his head turned, until,
finally, those eyes rested on mine in the half light-- and my heart stopped
beating a moment, as I thought I saw another’s eyes, gazing through his at me!
An evil smile, like the smile of a dead body, curved the lips; and now he
spoke again, this time loudly, and directly to myself.
“It’s not the end for you,” he said. “You’re coming back ... and I am
waiting for you....”
There was a scream, and Helen Purcell fell in a dead faint. Immediately
the lights were switched on, and young Doctor Palmer rushed to her side and
commenced chafing her wrists. She opened her eyes, to our immense relief; and
at that very moment, a cry from our hostess caused us to whirl about.
“Look!” she gasped. “Professor Fallow!” She pointed to where the old man
slumped, a crumpled heap, across the table.
In a moment the young doctor was at his side. He chafed his wrists for a
moment, as he had the girl’s. Then, suddenly stopping, he lifted the man’s head
and examined him carefully. Finally he glanced up.
Jim Edgemere intercepted the grave look on the doctor’s face.
“Is he-- dead?” he asked, in a low voice.
For answer, the doctor stared at the motionless body in a puzzled fashion.
Finally he looked up.
“If-- if I did not feel it would be the remark of a madman,” he said, in
repressed tones, “I would say he has been dead ten minutes!”
I walked home that night, a terrible fear clutching at me. Could it be
true that this power, this Influence, not only was able to reach beyond the
grave, but stretch beyond mountains, beyond national borders, like a terrible
Hand, stretching out silently to grasp me? I glanced around at the broad, busy
Champs Elysées, as I hurried down it, at the lighted bridge of the Concorde as
I crossed it. It was absurd, I decided! How could this power, whatever its
17
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strength, force me
to return to that
lonely country and
chateau, where it
held sway? And I
laughed to myself.
And as I
laughed, a picture
suddenly flashed
across my brain-the picture of a
beautiful girl with
violet-blue eyes.
It was startlingly
vivid, all the more
Champs Elysées, Paris (1920)
startling, because
I had remembered her only vaguely all this time. And as I pictured that
charming face, that gorgeous throat, a vague uneasiness crept over me. It was
as if some devilishly keen opponent had discovered a weak spot in my armour,
which I myself did not know existed.
Had I unconsciously been wounded by an arrow from young love’s bow?
“But what difference could that make to him?” I said, half aloud, as,
entering my apartment building, I stepped into the automatic elevator and
mounted to the sixth floor. Striding down the long dark corridor to my own
rooms, the sound of my feet muffled in the thick plush carpet, I reached my
door and unlocked it. Whatever happened, there was one thing I was willing to
swear to: in no circumstances would I ever again go to that mysterious chateau;
never, never again.
And throwing open the door, I stepped into the dark, empty living-room of
my apartment.
“I won’t give in!” I cried aloud, clenching my fists to steel myself. “I
won’t!” And the echo of my words beat against the dark walls around me. Those
words gave me strength, and undressing and jumping into bed, I succeeded in
controlling my thoughts long enough to get to sleep.
With the morning, however, came a horrible realization. Dull memories of
tortured dreams rose in my mind, and although I tried to laugh it off, I knew
deep inside that I had entered upon a struggle-- a struggle with a powerful,
evil Mind, released from its body. For over a year that Mind had probably
hovered over me, hunting for a point of attack; and yesterday evening, through
the poor old professor’s mind, it had found an opening. Fear had entered my
consciousness; and through fear, it hoped gradually to gain control of me, to
overpower me.
And so it proved true. As I sat at my desk in my busy office or walked the
crowded streets, always that thought remained at the back of my head-- the
thought of him. And as the thought jumped into my consciousness, more and more
that Mind seized at the opening, drilled into me, trying to weaken my
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resistance. As I thought of him, so I thought more and more of her, the softskinned peasant girl of the violet-blue eyes. In the daytime, I saw her
beautiful, innocent face always before me, and in the night, she was always in
my dreams. Somehow, terrible as it seems, the two went together in my thoughts:
the personification of Evil. It almost seemed as though he thrust the memory of
her before me, and thus weakened my resistance.
I became nervous and jumpy; my face grew pale and haggard-looking. But I
fought; fought with all my strength and reason, so that never was he able to
gain, even for a moment, that complete power over me that he wanted-- the power
which, I knew, meant the end. So long as I strode the gay streets or sat in the
noisy cafés of Paris, I felt myself protected by a force he was unable to
combat; for that force lay in the hard reality that surrounded my senses;
crowds, lights, laughter ... so different from the mystic gloominess of that
chateau in the Dolomites, where he held sway.
“Never will I go where he can get me absolutely in his power!” I said to
myself, as I sat before a crowded café one evening in late summer. I brought my
glass of anisette18 to my lips, holding it tight in my fingers, for nowadays my
hand trembled more and more. “He is mad to imagine I would be such a fool!” I
laughed to myself, and stopped abruptly.
Almost, it seemed, I saw her in the flesh,
standing in the street before me, regarding
me with sad, beseeching eyes. I jumped up
and ran out a few steps, and found I had
been staring at a shrunken old woman who
was selling newspapers.
That night, feeling more nervous than
ever, I dropped into the Alhambra musichall, hoping to be calmed and amused by a
good show. There was a mind-reading act on
when I entered, one of those acts wherein
a man sits blindfolded in the centre of the
stage, his aide points haphazardly to
someone in the audience, and the mindreader then tells the world about that
man’s private life. Having always believed
that the person chosen from the audience
was picked out before the performance
began, I dropped into my seat in the back
of the darkened theatre, smiling at the
credulity19 of the people around me.
A sheepish-looking man was standing
in the middle of the house, the aide having
pointed him out, and the blindfolded reader
was telling him what he already knew rather
Théatre de l'Alhambra, Paris (1925)
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well. “Your wife’s name is Vivienne. Her age is forty-three, though you’ve been
thinking it’s thirty-eight, and you have two children, a boy named Jacques and
a girl named ...” Here he hesitated, for a long time, while he sat motionless
in the silence of the house. His aide turned with a look of surprise. The
audience stirred uneasily, and then settled back into a puzzled silence. At
last he spoke, very, very slowly. “And a girl named ... Myra!”
There was a gleeful laugh from the man in the audience. Distinctly the
patrons heard him say: “Non! Elle s’appelle Louise!”20 and the whole house broke
into a roar of laughter.
The laughter died away. The mind-reader sat, still blindfolded, his body
tense and motionless. I saw his helper scratch his head in perplexity. Then the
reader spoke, and his words came slow and forced. His voice had a strange
quality. “Myra, the name is Myra!” he said. “I see it standing before me,
written in fire!” There was a long pause. “I feel,” he said, uncertainly, “some
influence, which has come in this house ...”
He stood up; came to the edge of the stage, without removing the cloth
from his eyes. The house was hushed expectantly. Finally he spoke again, in a
clear, hard voice, but very slowly.
“Someone is calling. I
hear it faint, far, away ... A
woman’s voice, calling for help
through the darkness ... Her
voice is tragic, helpless ...”
Again he stopped. The audience
was breathless with attention,
while I sat, the sweat pouring
off my face, every nerve taut
and quivering. A whole minute
passed before he continued in
the same slow, deliberate
voice. “There is a man in the
audience, a man who has just
come in ... an American who fought on the Italian front. Will he stand up?”
There was a swish of moving bodies, and everybody looked right and left
and behind them. Scarcely realizing what I did, I forced myself to rise to my
feet. Immediately all eyes were turned upon me. The reader, who could neither
see nor hear me, turned in my direction.
“You know a girl named Myra?” he asked, low but clearly.
“Yes.” The word came out hoarsely, scarcely more than a whisper.
“She is calling to you. I hear her clearer now,” he went on in a slow
unnatural voice. “It is like a voice from down in a deep, dark valley, calling
to the light, helplessly, pitifully. I can hear the words now ...” He hesitated
a moment. “If you remember, come! Help me! Help me!... I can hear no more.”
He stopped. A woman shrieked hysterically. Somewhere behind the scenes, a
cautious manager gave orders. The curtain rolled down; lights flashed on.
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The cynosure21 of several thousand eyes, I made my way to the aisle and
strode back to the exit, forcing myself to walk steadily. Once outside, I
slipped away from any curious members of the audience, and reaching the Café de
la Paix, I threw myself into a sidewalk seat and mechanically ordered a fine
champagne. While I drank with trembling fingers, I seemed to see her before me,
more vividly than ever, her slender body, her smooth, heart-breaking throat,
and her violet-blue eyes, gazing solemnly and reproachfully into mine. She was
in danger, and she called to me. To me, whom she had seen only in a flash, and
yet that flash had been so vivid to her that it enabled her to call across the
night, to me. As, with fast-beating heart, I thought of this, another thought
whispered to me in the back of my brain: “Was it really she who called? Or
could it be a ruse?”22
For a long time I sat there in the crowds and lights of that most famous
of all cafés, staring into the great square of honking autos, sauntering
crowds, newswomen, policemen-- the noisy safe reality where he could not come,
where millions of prosaic people created a matter-of-fact bulwark23 that
strengthened my resistance and thwarted him. And outside that bulwark, in the
darkness beyond these safe borders, was he waiting?
For my answer, my vision flashed across the night-covered mountains to the
great and gloomy chateau, to the dark, silent rooms, where he held sway. And,
as if he waited there, watching me across the darkness, chuckling at this new
hold he had on me, I felt a shudder pass through my entire body.
For a long time I sat there, always
seeing those violet-blue eyes before me,
imploring, reproachful; hearing those words
ring over and over in my brain: “If you
remember, come! Help me! Help me!”
I slipped a five franc note under my
glass and, jumping up, I called a taxi. Half
an hour later I had thrown a few things in my
suitcase, and was speeding down the Gare de
Lyon, where I bought a ticket and succeeded in
hopping onto the Turin express just as it was
leaving the station.
I would not go to the chateau alone.
Never! I would go to the village below it,
seek information concerning the girl and, if
necessary, lead a good-sized posse up to that
stronghold of dark evil and rescue her. That,
anyhow, is what I thought at the time.
Late the next afternoon I was in the
train, chugging north to these mountains in
the heart of which I now am. It was a muggy
day, with the setting sun struggling rather
21
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unsuccessfully to burn its way through the thick clouds. I sat by the window of
my compartment, gazing at the passing mountains, that became higher and more
rugged as we sped on.
In this little old train, each car was divided into a half-dozen
compartments, each separate from the other. A door on each side lets you out at
your station but is locked when the train is moving, while two seats, long
enough for four persons each, run from door to door and face each other. There
were only two old gentlemen in my compartment, sitting opposite each other by
the door at the far end. They were pleasant, ordinary looking people, and I
paid little attention to them, since they passed the time chatting together in
Italian, which I do not understand.
After an hour or two of the journey the conversation died down. I glanced
over to see that the man on the same side as myself had fallen asleep where he
sat, his limp body jogging up and down as the train bumped along. The gentleman
opposite him, too, was blinking drowsily. They began to affect me. I turned
back to view the scenery which, with the coming of darkness, was fast becoming
gloomier. Higher and higher rose the sinister mountains, majestic and aweinspiring. I sank back, half closing my eyes.
Slowly, a queer sensation
crept over me, making my body
tingle. I steeled myself against
it, for I recognised it. But it
was strong now, stronger than I
had ever known it. I kept my
eyes on the window, desperately
trying to force an impression of
the passing scenery to register
on my brain and crowd out the
other. But the feeling grew
stronger, silently seeping into
my consciousness. Like the
rhythmic sound of the train’s
wheels, which was all I could
now hear, it crept over me, as
if to overpower me.
I turned my eyes away from the scenery, back to the compartment in which I
sat. The man who sat on the same side as myself slept peacefully, half
reclining in his corner. I glanced at the man opposite him, and suppressed a
shiver. His old, shrivelled, kindly face was turned toward me and he was
looking at me. But those eyes that bulged out, staring at me, they were not
his. They were huge, repulsive, and fixed on me intently in the silence of that
compartment. He did not speak; he did not move. He simply gazed with a terrible
unblinking stare.
And now, while I sat there unable to make a sound, he commenced to move
toward me. Grasping the edge of the cushioned seat with his aged hands, he
started slowly sliding along, toward the seat directly opposite mine, where our
knees must touch. I clenched my fists; I wet my lips. But I was helpless.
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The train gave a lurch. The man in the corner awoke. At the same time the
other man’s body lurched sideways. He recovered his balance and commenced
rubbing his eyes, and when he took his hands away, I saw only the kindly eyes
of the old gentleman.
His companion said something, obviously about their having dropped off to
sleep, and they both laughed and went on with their conversation. But I sat
there trying to regain my control, which I had nearly lost, and I alone knew
what losing my control would mean now! Had I been dreaming, or were those his
eyes? And if they were his eyes, looking through the kindly face of the
sleeping old man, did it mean his power grew as I neared the fastness of his
gloomy home? One more incident served to strengthen this belief in his growing
power. It was an incident that unnerved me almost to the extent of giving up my
plan.
Late that afternoon we reached the
village of Schio, nestled in the foothills of
the Dolomites, where I learned that an
automobile habitually met the evening train.
This automobile served as a bus, driving along
the highway that wound up through the
mountains, past the small and infrequent
hamlets. The car was a closed limousine and
although there was room for three on the big
seat, one of the old men insisted upon taking
the pull-down seat facing his friend, so that
we were placed rather similarly to our
positions in the train. And thus we sat, the
pull-down seat opposite me empty, and we sped
along, down the straight road for five hundred
metres and then commenced winding up the
tortuous mountain path. The sky was still
cloudy and the peaks that rose above us flung
great shadows across the darkening valley. As
we mounted, the road tunnelled more often
through the rugged rock formations, sometimes
only for the distance of a yard or so, at
other times leaving us in utter darkness for
train at station in Schio, Italy
some moments.
(early 20th century)
It was just before we passed through the
longest of these tunnels, that one of my companions, with whom I had laughingly
attempted to carry on a conversation in two languages, offered his friend and
myself a cigarette. We took them, and all three of us lit up. Just then the car
shot into that long dark tunnel. Everything was as dark as pitch, and the sound
of the engine roared hollowly around us. For all that, we continued our halfsuccessful attempt to make ourselves understood in French and Italian, shouting
to one another in the direction of the jerking cigarette ends.
Finally, we gave it up as a bad job, and I settled back in my seat, and
suddenly felt my scalp tingle with fear. Before we drove into the tunnel there
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had been three of us inside the car, smoking cigarettes. Now, as I sat back, I
could see the glowing ends of four cigarettes. The fourth was directly opposite
myself, and from it came the queer pungent odour of the dead Austrian’s
cigarettes.
I clapped my hands to my eyes, fighting back the fear that possessed me,
and when I removed them, we had shot out into the light of the dying day. Dim
as it was, I could see that the seat before me was empty, and there were but
three lighted cigarettes.
I breathed a sigh of relief, forcing myself to believe that it was the
hallucination of an overwrought brain. Then my attention was attracted by the
man beside me, tapping my shoulder. He was looking round in a puzzled fashion,
shaking his head in annoyance. “Fuma!” he exclaimed. “Dové?”24
I shrugged my shoulders, but once more my heart shrank, for he, too, had
smelt it. Had he, then, gained that much more power, the power of materializing
to a degree where he could actually sit smoking in the darkness, as we
penetrated further into his silent country?
As the shadows deepened, as night slowly blotted out even the bare rocks
that we shot by, until only the leaping headlights of the car showed the lonely
road we traversed, I struggled with a terrible fear: the fear of the
supernatural, the fear of a horrible, unknowable death. If only I could have
known how much more terrible than my wildest fears would be the doom that
awaited me. If only I had followed that inner voice which whispered: “Turn
back. Turn back!” As it was, I had not reached a decision when the speeding car
slowed down and stopped. The driver turned and pulled down the little window.
“Ecco, signore!”25 he
said, looking at me, “here is
where you get off.”
Instinctively, I glanced
beyond the car to where the
powerful searchlights shot
down the road a hundred yards.
On the left of the road was a
sheer drop into the black
valley far below: on the right
rose the perpendicular rocks,
bare and rugged, with gnarled,
leafless growth springing out
of them and shining vividly in
the glare. A hundred yards
beyond, a small break in the
right hand wall of rocks showed a path gently falling away until it was
swallowed by the shadows. That path, I knew, led around the deserted
mountainside to the great old chateau.
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I got out and yanked my suitcase from under the seat and, with a smile,
held out my hand to my companions. But when I noted their expressions, as they
saw where I was getting off, I think that the smile left my lips.
“Non è buono,” said one; and I read fear in his large, old eyes. “It is
not good! Down beyond that mountain pass is a terrible--” He had stretched out
his hand, pointing along the little road. But suddenly his friend scowled, and
immediately his hand dropped. With feigned smiles, but suspicion in their eyes,
they said goodbye. After all, I reasoned, what did they know about me, who I
was, or what I was doing here?
A moment later, the car started up, gathered speed, and the two powerful
lights shot ahead of it farther and farther away, until finally the machine
whirled around a corner and was lost to sight altogether. For a moment I stood
silently gazing into the darkness where it had disappeared, feeling very much
alone, feeling my heart heavy with a foreknowledge of evil. Already, in that
dark valley, I seemed to sense that Mind, motionless, silent, but pervading
this gloomy country with the calm of undisputed power. I had to go on, ever
closer to its stronghold, passing under its very windows, before I could reach
the village.
“But what can he do if you don’t go in the chateau?” I muttered as I
picked up my suitcase and started off. At that moment I was mighty certain that
I would not go inside without a dozen other men. Taking my flashlight in my
free hand, I headed along the road and turned down the path that led through
the mountain pass.
The air was heavy; the sky
overcast; above and below me the whole
world was a black void through which I
walked alone. Ahead of me glowed the
small circle of flaring light cast by my
torch and visible, I imagine, for miles
across the valley. It was difficult going
as the path became smaller until it
degenerated into a mule path, winding
around the mountains, a path which I
immediately recognized as the one I had
stumbled onto that damnable night two
years before. This I kept to, feeling the
utter desolation of the country around
me, hearing the metallic click of my
heels as they knocked against the loose
stones, and the hollow echo of each step.
Then, suddenly, I realised I was hearing
another sound, similar to the one I was
making. I lifted my flash, and the light
shot up the path. An old peasant was in
front of me, headed in the same direction
as myself. His back was bent, and in his hand he held a stout stick which he
used as a cane. By the snail-like speed of his advance and the cautious way he
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felt the ground before he took a step, I knew that he was blind. Before I had
taken three steps, I knew his keen ears had heard me; for he halted, half
turned and, drawing himself up, pressed against the overhanging rocks to let me
pass.
I hurried on, until, just before reaching his side, I was struck with
astonishment. I saw that he was taller than myself while, despite his aged
appearance, his toil-worn body was extremely powerful.
“God be with you,” I said in the Provençal dialect, that being my nearest
approach to Italian.
“God be with you.” His reply, low and gruff, was with a German guttural.
It rumbled hollowly in the still air around us, lifeless as his cold, lifeless
eyes that stared unseeingly into the darkness beyond.
As I passed him my hand inadvertently brushed his smock, and an odd quiver
shot through my entire body. Clenching my teeth to force myself to be calm, I
strode on. For a minute I could hear nothing but the clink of my heels and the
clatter of the pebbles they disturbed. Then I heard him turn and recommence his
journey after me. But now, instead of the slow, cautious pace, his step had
quickened.
Tap ... tap ... tap. The sound of that stick on the stones sent a weird,
hollow echo across the deep, still valley beside us. Tap ... tap ... tap. It
hurried after me with incredible speed. And I, hurrying my own pace, felt my
heart growing heavy within me. Somehow, I seemed to know that in that blind man
was centred the malign26 influence that meant the end. Somehow, I felt it was
not a man following me, but a fiend in man’s form!
I sped around a bend on
the run and saw, straight
ahead of me, a lone, black
turret,27 outlined like an evil
sign against the sky. I had
reached the chateau.
The sound of the man
following me was lost behind
the bend in the cliff as I
made my way toward that dark
building. In its place I heard
the moaning of the rising
wind, sighing through the
invisible trees above me, and
I hurried on. Somehow, I felt
that if I could pass that
chateau before the blind man
caught up, I would be able to
continue safely on to the village. I broke into as fast a run as the narrow,
treacherous path would allow. Nearer, nearer the chateau; and then ...
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Tap ... tap ... tap. He had rounded the bend. I whirled my light around
and saw his bent body moving jerkily toward me. He stopped; not because of the
light, which he could not see, but because his keen ears told him I was
standing still. He straightened his bent body and peered forward, his sightless
eyes turned in my direction. For all the world he looked like a beast, scenting
its prey. Then he bent over and started again, and God! the speed with which he
now approached me was something more than human. It was as if he, too, felt
that all was lost to him should I pass the chateau.
I ran along the
path that led around
the back of the
building to the
village. I reached the
chateau, hearing him
come closer and
closer. I sped
alongside the wall-nearly passed it.
Then, suddenly, I
tripped and fell. He
was almost upon me. My
head in a whirl, with
only the thought of
escaping in my mind, I jumped up, saw a big door beside me and, pulling it
open, I ran inside. Standing on my toes, scarcely breathing, I waited in
terrible silence and blackness while, slowly, the horrible realisation dawned
upon me that I had entered the chateau where the fiend himself was waiting for
me.
Meanwhile, the old man neared the door; he was moving stealthily now. Even
had I not been able to hear the low tap, tap, tap of his stick, I would have
known of his approach by the subtle horror that crept over me. Who was this old
man? It was not he, that I knew. More likely it was some strong-bodied, weakminded peasant that the fiend was able to enter and control.
Tap, tap, tap ... tap ... tap ... tap.
He halted, directly beside the door, and listened. Though we were
separated by the thick, closed door, I could almost see him standing there,
listening for my tell-tale sound. Then, although I could neither see nor hear
anything, I knew the door was slowly opening.
I switched on my light and felt my way down a long corridor. Under my feet
was a thick plush carpet that I knew must deaden the sound to even his keen
ears. I followed it until finally I stepped into the huge entrance hall where,
far ahead of me, I could see the grand staircase rising above my circle of
light, into the darkness of the landing. I tip-toed on till I was about a dozen
feet from the door; then I turned about, and what I saw caused the flashlight
to slip from my fingers while I stifled a shriek. The ghostly figure of the old
man was advancing silently toward me, and it was surrounded by a strange,
unearthly light. Now he reached the end of the corridor; he felt around; he
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seemed to know he stood at the opening to the main hall. Then he straightened
his strong body. His sightless eyes turned in my direction, and he listened.
How tense a moment it was. For a long time we faced each other, neither moving
a muscle, while he waited for the slightest sound, like a spider ready to
pounce upon its prey. I felt my heart pound within me until it seemed he must
hear it. If only I could pass him. If I could slip into that corridor again, I
could flee from the chateau. I would be safe.
He was standing just inside the doorway, about ten feet from me. Clenching
my fists, scarcely daring to breathe, I started tip-toeing toward the corridor.
Nearer I moved to him, my eyes always on his face. Then, just as I came abreast
of him, I felt my heart shudder. For, while I watched him, I was suddenly aware
of a horrible transformation. Those eyes, till now bleary and sightless, could
see me.
With an exclamation, I broke into a run; but before I had taken three
steps, I felt a sharp blow on the back of my head as he hurled his heavy stick
after me. Half dazed, I staggered back, and fell into his strong arms.
How shall I explain the sensations of my stunned mind? I offered no
resistance, partly because of the blow that had weakened me, but partly, too,
because I knew there was no hope. And, limp and half alive, I felt those arms,
supernaturally strong now, lift me like a babe. In a state approaching coma, I
knew I was being carried up a flight of stairs, up another and along a black
corridor. I knew I was in a darkened room now, and I felt myself gently laid on
the floor, alongside another body which, without even seeing it, I knew to be
that of the dead Graf, untouched by time, and lying in exactly the same
position in which it had fallen, two years before.
Strong fingers bound me with a thick cord in the darkness; bound me so
that I could move neither hand nor foot. Then my helpless body was rolled on
its side, till I knew I was face to face with the Count, a foot away.
As my head cleared, I heard the old man rise in the darkness. His work was
done, and he left the room. I heard him patter down the stairs. The sound of
his feet died away in the distance. Far, far below me now, I could hear his
stick feeling its blind way along the pebbles of the path beneath the windows.
It grew fainter, fainter ... and then all was still as death.
I lay there, wondering if this was the end planned for me-- to
die of starvation beside the body of the man I had killed; or had
that fiendish mind evolved some scheme for
punishment, even more horrible?
Then I knew I was not alone. Somewhere in
that room, he was watching me. That terrible,
sinking sensation, that ghastly pulling at the
heart, which I knew so well, had come over my
body stronger than ever before. And then,
finally, I understood.
Having led the old man safely away,
he had left that borrowed body; and now,
for the first time, his evil spirit had
re-entered his own body and, lying
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outstretched alongside me, he was gazing at me through those dead eyes,
stronger than ever now, for his own body offered no resistance such as
another’s would. He did not move; he made no sound. But I knew those dead eyes
gazed into mine, steadily, unblinkingly.
I felt that faintness steal over me; noises commenced humming, in my ears,
growing louder. I clenched my fists and fought against it. I forced visions of
far away, safe Paris to my mind. I was sitting at the Café de la Paix. Street
lamps, lighted music halls were around me. Glaring headlights of a thousand
automobiles flashed across the square, while the cars honked their ways through
the masses of people who were shouting, laughing, singing. What did I care for
dark valleys and mystic chateaux, still and deserted? They were all so far
away ...
Ah, no they weren’t. I lay bound hand and foot in one, and in the tomblike blackness and silence of this room, those poisonous eyes bored into mine,
weakening me. Nausea crept over me. Grey specks flashed across my vision like
an endless hurricane. Something rang, rang, RANG, like a terrible gong of
death. And all the time I felt that terrible strain, as if my heart were being
pulled out of me.
Somebody chuckled. I listened, and knew with horror that it was myself.
Again a loud, mad laugh. And now I was talking. I was a hundred people,
talking, laughing, cursing, while always those motionless eyes pulled at my
heart strings. Suddenly something inside me snapped. I heard a sickening rattle
in my own throat. And then came darkness ...

“Signore!” Far away, a girl’s voice called to me. I opened my eyes. The window
shades were drawn and it was dark in the room, but I could see that the dawn
had come again.
“Signore! Signore!” the girl called again, her voice quivering with fear.
I sat up and was overjoyed to find I was untied. I listened for the sweet
voice, which I knew was the voice of that charming Austrian girl, calling to me
in Italian. I rose to my feet.
Free! I was free, I thought. Not only free, but I felt a strange power
course through my body that had always been only too delicate. I strode out of
the room and ran quickly down the stairs. In the hall I stopped only to pick up
my flashlight, which was lying where I had dropped it the night before.
I heard the girl calling again. She was coming toward me, along a pitchdark corridor at the rear. I ran to meet her, flashing my light upon her. God,
how beautiful she was, though her face was white as marble, and her violet-blue
eyes wide with fear. She raised her hand to protect her eyes from the glaring
light and then took it away, trying to penetrate the darkness where I stood.
“It-- it is the young man who came before?” she whispered hesitantly. “The
American or Englishman who save me?”
“It is,” I replied. “And for two years he has dreamed of seeing you
again.”
A relieved smile lit her face. “I knew it was you,” she whispered. “When
my old grandfather told me of the foreigner who passed him on the path, I-- I
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somehow was sure it was you. And when--” and now her smile died away-- “when he
told me of the queer feeling that rushed over him afterwards, as if a devil had
entered his body, and how he had a vague memory of entering the chateau, but
could really remember nothing clearly till he stood before his own door in the
village, then I knew he--” she shuddered as she formed the word with her lips,
“--had done his work; and I was afraid. I slipped away from the house before
dawn, and I have been searching, searching--” Her voice died away, and she
dropped her eyes.
I took a step toward her. “You braved everything to come to my aid?”
She nodded.
“You see,” she whispered, “I felt partly to blame. The night before last I
dreamed of you. I dreamed I was calling to you. And yet, I was afraid to have
you come. It was as if somebody stood over my bed and forced me.”
I remembered the mind-reader in the theatre. Taking her hand in mine, I
gently pressed her fingers. I felt her shudder. “Come,” she whispered, “we must
get away from this place, from him!”
“There’s nothing to fear,” I replied softly. I drew her close and we
walked together into the entrance hall, toward the outer door of the chateau,
toward happiness and freedom. “He has lost his power. I know it, because I feel
free.”
But now her whole body was trembling. “No, no!” she gasped. “He is here!
He is near us! I ...”
We were passing near one of the long narrow windows that lighted the
gloomy hall and she was walking close by my side. Suddenly she turned to look
at me, and her words ended in a shriek as she tore herself free from my hold.
Astounded, I saw her stare at my face. In her eyes I could read a terror even
greater than on that night when I first
saw her. Her fingers rose as if to make
the sign of the cross; and then, before
it was completed, she swayed and sank at
my feet in a faint.
I stared down at her, stunned.
Slowly I lifted my eyes to a tall mirror
before me, while a tremendous fear crept
over my body, leaving me cold. Then I saw
the image reflected there, and recoiled
as if from a snake.
Staring out of that long glass at me
was the hideous face of the dead Count!
Having overpowered me, as I lay
bound on the floor, he had transferred
my mind, my soul, to his own dead body.
That was his ghastly revenge.
What can I say of my feelings as I
gazed at the loathsome thing that was
now myself? What words can express the
horror as, tottering up to the room
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beyond the portières, I turned the light upon the bound body that was mine, and
yet no longer mine, lying limp and lifeless, the eyes closed in a soulless
slumber. In a daze I staggered down to the hall, and stared at the beautiful
girl who moaned as she lay there, still unconscious. Then, as I watched her, a
new sensation crept over me-- an evil desire, a burning love for the girl that
was worse than hate. Then I experienced the final culminating horror. I knew
that the very evil that was his was creeping over my soul, trying to conquer
the last vestige of the pitiful thing that was me.
Little remains to be told. The last hope was gone, and I knew it. I knew I
must act, and act quickly, before my soul succumbed completely to this Evil
Thing.
There is something ludicrous about carrying one’s own body down a long
flight of wide, dark stairs; but there was something pitiful, too. The face
looked so white and lifeless, so much more completely dead than any corpse I
had ever seen. With the aid of my light, I finally arrived down here, in the
vaults. I found two empty caskets which I laid side by side, and in one I
gently deposited the pitiful thing that was me. From the pocket I took paper
and pen which I always carried with me and now, seated on an old chair by an
ancient table, the candle lighted beside me, I am hurrying to finish this
document. Stronger and stronger grows the power of evil within me, and if it
gained the upper hand, it would thwart my plans. For it wishes to live to carry
out its fiendish will.
But I am still the stronger of the two; and now my tale is finished. With
this long, hairy hand, which has written these words for me, I will take my old
army revolver, and after I have laid myself in the empty coffin, I shall turn
the muzzle against this evil hideous head, and thus thwart him in the end.
Far above me I hear hurried footsteps, running down the stairs and out of
this haunt of hell. She has awakened, and is flying from me, flying from the
evil Thing that she thinks I am. You need not fear me, Myra. I shall never
follow you. Soon I shall be far from you, far from this world, forever and
ever. Goodbye, sweet child. And may God bless you for your brave attempt to
save me.
How still that body lies ... It was me, once ... Me?
Who is “me”?
Soon there shall be nothing but two bodies,
lying side by side, rotting through eternity.
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